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Listening



When you’ve finished this
chapter, you will be able to:
1.     Describe listening and why it is so vital
to effective communication.
2.     Explain why effective listening is such a challenge.
3.     Employ strategies to improve your listening skills.
4.     Practice responding effectively to what you hear
based on the audience and occasion.
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What Is
Listening?



Hearing
is the physical process of sound entering the
ears...



Listening
is actively paying attention and
understanding those sounds.



Listening
Challenges



Listening
Apprehension
anxiety felt about listening



Listening Style:

our favored and usually unconscious approach to listening



Content-Oriented Listeners

focus on understanding and evaluating he information and
resources.



People-Oriented Listeners

focus on the feelings of others in the conversation.



Action-Oriented Listeners

searching for the point and what they have to do as a result.



Time-Oriented Listeners

use non-verbal and quick to the point.



Processing
approach



Passive listening

is like autopilot and subconconcious.



Active listening

is deliberate and conscious.



Active
Listening
Strategies



Attending:
the process of intentionally perceiving and
focusing on a message



Get physically
ready to listen



Resist mental
distractions



Hear the person
out



Find personal
relevance



Understanding:
accurately interpreting a message



Identify the
main point



Ask
questions



Paraphrase

both content and feelings.

Put in your own words showing understanding and meaning.



Empathize:
intellectually identifying with the feelings or
attitudes of another.
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Remembering:
being able to retain and recall information
later



Remembering:
•       Repeat the information.

•       Construct mnemonics.

•       Take notes.
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Remembering:

•       Take notes.

•       Repeat the information.
•       Construct mnemonics.



Evaluating:
the process of critically analyzing a message
to determine its truthfulness, utility, and
trustworthiness



Separate Facts from Inferences



Probe for information



Responding:
providing feedback



Listening
Response
Strategies



Emotional support

supportive responses.



Respectful Disagreement



Formal
Constructive
Speech Critique



Guidelines for Supportive Responses



Guidelines for Respectfully Disagreeing



Effective and Ineffective Speech Critiques 


